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Getting to know your MiVia
❶ Display screen
❷ ECG sensor
❸ Mode key
❹ Charger connector
❺ ECG sensor

Charging the battery
1. Remove the protective cap.
2. Connect the USB charger to the device's 

charger connector.
3. Connect the USB connector of the charger 

to a power source (output: 5V DC/1 A 
max).

When connected to a power source, the 
devices turns on automatically.
Charge the device until the battery is full
( ).
The battery life depends on how you use the device.

The MiVia battery will stop charging when the ambient 
temperature is less than 0ºC (32ºF) or more than 40ºC (104ºF).

MiVia Essential app
The free MiVia Essential app is designed 
to work with the MiVia Essential wristband. 
It helps you accurately monitor your body’s 

Install the app on your phone (iOS 8.0 or 
higher; Android 5.0 or higher) from App Store  
or Google Play.

settings.
The MiVia Essential app tracks your daily 
activities, calculates your health index, and 
guides you through the breathing training.

Time settings and data 
synchronisaton

time, make sure of the correct time settings 
by connecting it to your phone and MiVia 
Essential app via Bluetooth® Smart.
1. Turn on the Bluetooth function on your 

phone.
2. Launch and log in to the MiVia Essential 

app on your phone.
3. When prompted to connect your MiVia 

device, tap Next.
4. Enter the passcode displayed on your 

MiVia device to complete the Bluetooth 
connection.

5. Tap Done when prompted. The time 
settings and data will be synchronised.

Getting familiar with the modes
Press the Mode key to cycle through the 
various modes: Clock mode ( ) > Heart 
Rate mode ( ) > Steps mode ( ) > 
Distance mode ( ) > Active Time mode 
( ) > Calories mode ( ) > Battery 
mode ( ).

Wearing your MiVia
Wear your MiVia on the wrist. Make sure 
that the ECG sensor touches your skin for 
detecting your heart rate. To ensure proper
blood circulation, do not over-tighten your MiVia.

Measuring your heart rate
1. With the ECG sensor on the back of your 

MiVia touching your skin, press the Mode 
key to access the HR mode ( ).

2. 
the front of your MiVia and do not move 

until your heart rate is detected (  > 
).

Recording your activities
When you wear your MiVia on the wrist, 
the device will automatically record your 
activities, such as walking/running and 
sleeping. You can view the recorded data in 
the MiVia Essential app.

Cautions
• This device is not designed or intended 

for  a complete diagnosis of your 
health conditions. This device should 
never be used as a basis for starting or 
modifying treatments without independent 

• Do not attempt self-diagnosis of the 
measurement results and analyses. 
Always consult your doctor.

• Do not use the recorded information 
for any purpose other than obtaining 
physiological information.

Documentation
For the detailed operating instructions, please 
refer to the documentation that you can 
download on our website: www.mivia.com.
Declaration of conformity
• Hereby, MiTAC declares that this N539 

series is in compliance with the essential 
requirements and other relevant provisions 
of Directive 2014/53/EU. Visit MiVia 
website (www.mivia.com) for the full text of 
the declaration for your device.

• This product must not be disposed of as 
normal household waste, in accordance 
with the EU directive for waste electrical 
and electronic equipment (WEEE - 
2012/19/EU). Instead, it should be 
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disposed of by returning it to the point of 
sale, or to a municipal recycling collection 
point.

 




